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Automatic Gate OpenerAutomatic Gate Opener by Neptune Automatic used for your safety, by Neptune Automatic used for your safety,
which is programmable with user erasable remote codes. Infraredwhich is programmable with user erasable remote codes. Infrared
terminals are used in automatic gate openers. The auto-close feature isterminals are used in automatic gate openers. The auto-close feature is
also available for this gate opener. For more please call us: +91also available for this gate opener. For more please call us: +91
95555003009555500300
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Anuja Coaching centre is running since 10 years. We believe in conceptAnuja Coaching centre is running since 10 years. We believe in concept
based learning with a word to word explanation to enhance thebased learning with a word to word explanation to enhance the
conceptual knowledge and learning of the child. Following are theconceptual knowledge and learning of the child. Following are the
salient features of our institute # Regular home assignments of thesalient features of our institute # Regular home assignments of the
topics covered in a day # Weekly tests # Regular interaction sessiontopics covered in a day # Weekly tests # Regular interaction session
with parents # Doubt sessions'with parents # Doubt sessions'

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/anuja-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/anuja-
coaching-centre-best-coaching-institute-in-patel-nagar-8382coaching-centre-best-coaching-institute-in-patel-nagar-8382
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